We search for evidence of the cause of the exoplanet radius gap, i.e. the dearth of planets with radii near 1.8 R ⊕ . If the cause was photoevaporation, the radius gap should trend with proxies for the earlylife high-energy emission of planet-hosting stars. If, alternatively, the cause was core-powered mass loss, no such trends should exist. Critically, spurious trends between the radius gap and stellar properties arise from an underlying correlation with instellation. After accounting for this underlying correlation, we find no trends remain between the radius gap and stellar mass or present-day stellar activity as measured by near-UV emission. We dismiss the nondetection of a radius gap trend with near-UV emission because present-day near-UV emission is unlikely to trace early-life high-energy emission, but we provide a catalog of GALEX near-UV and far-UV emission measurements for general use. We interpret the nondetection of a radius gap trend with stellar mass by simulating photoevaporation with mass-dependent evolution of stellar high-energy emission. The simulation produces an undetectable trend between the radius gap and stellar mass under realistic sources of error. We conclude that no evidence, from this analysis or others in the literature, currently exists that clearly favors either photoevaporation or core powered mass loss as the primary cause of the exoplanet radius gap. However, repeating this analysis once the body of well-characterized < 4 R ⊕ planets has roughly doubled could confirm or rule out photoevaporation.
INTRODUCTION
The population of < 4 R ⊕ planets is split into two distinct groups. The two groups are separated by a sharp drop in the occurrence rate of planets with radii near 1.8 R ⊕ , often termed the radius gap. As the precision of planetary radius measurements has improved, now reaching 10% or better for around 1700 < 4 R ⊕ planets, the radius gap has become increasingly clear .
The radius gap probably represents a sharp division between planets that retain a thick, primordial H/He atmosphere and planets that either lost their thick atmosphere or formed without one . A planet with an H/He atmosphere comprising roughly 1% of its mass will have an apparent radius in visible light several times that of its rocky core . Below a critical core mass, a planet's gravity will be too weak to retain its primordial atmosphere. The apparent radius of a planet that cannot retain its primordial atmosphere shrinks as atmospheric mass is lost. The difference in the apparent radius of cores that have retained thick atmospheres and cores that have lost them gives rise to the radius gap. Planets above the radius gap have lower bulk densities than arXiv:1912.12305v1 [astro-ph.EP] 27 Dec 2019 those below the radius gap, supporting the idea that those above have thick atmospheres and those below do not .
Several mechanisms could strip primordial atmospheres from rocky planetary cores. Under the XUV evaporation theory, stellar extreme ultraviolet and Xray (XUV, < 912Å) emission drives most of the atmospheric mass loss within the first 100 Myr . Alternatively, under the core-powered mass loss theory, the residual accretion heat of the planetary core powers atmospheric loss over the course of a Gyr or more (Ginzburg et al. , 2018 . Meanwhile, exoplanet demographics do not support theories invoking differences in protoplanetary disk dispersal and giant impacts . The XUV evaporation and core-powered mass loss theories have a key difference: XUV evaporation relies on stellar activity, whereas core-powered mass loss is indifferent to it. In this work, we leveraged that difference to better understand what causes the radius gap.
Details of the XUV Evaporation and Core-Powered Mass Loss Theories
Under the XUV evaporation theory, atmospheric loss depends fundamentally on the XUV irradiation of the planet by the host star, I XUV , in its early life . As I XUV increases, more massive planetary cores can be stripped of their primordial atmospheres. XUV irradiation is the product of two components, the planet's instellation, S, and the fraction of the star's bolometric luminosity emitted at XUV wavelengths, L XUV /L bol ,
Instellation is a generalization of the term insolation used for solar system planets. It indicates the bolometric stellar flux at the position of the planet, i.e., L bol /4πa 2 where L bol is the stellar bolometric luminosity and a is the semi-major axis of the planet's orbit. Because I XUV ∝ S, XUV evaporation predicts an increase in the radius gap with S. Throughout this paper, when discussing increases, decreases, trends, etc. of the radius gap, we refer to changes in the location of the gap on the planetary radius axis, i.e., the local minimum in a histogram of planetary radii. Because shorter period planets are more irradiated, S ∝ P −4/3 , XUV evaporation further predicts a decrease in the radius gap with increasing orbital period. These trends have been confirmed in multiple analyses of planetary demographics . Alternatively, in the core-powered mass loss framework, atmospheric loss depends fundamentally on the planetary equilibrium temperature, T eq . In this framework, the opaque, thick primordial atmosphere of a newly-formed rocky planet prevents the core from quickly radiating its leftover heat of formation to space. Instead of being radiated away, this heat powers a Parker wind (Ginzburg et al. , 2018 . The sonic point of the wind throttles the outflow, limiting it to the sound speed. The sound speed at the sonic point increases with planetary equilibrium temperature, enabling greater rates of atmospheric escape. Hence, the rate of atmospheric loss is controlled by the host star, even though the star does not directly power it. Because T eq ∝ S 1/4 , core-powered mass loss predicts the same qualitative dependencies on S and P as XUV evaporation.
The similarity of the predictions of core-powered mass loss and XUV evaporation makes finding lines of evidence that could disentangle the two challenging. Both can reproduce the observed planetary population in the radius, instellation, and orbital period parameter space (Owen & Wu 2017; Gupta & Schlichting 2019a,b; . A key to disentangling the two could be L XUV /L bol . Core-powered mass loss does not depend on L XUV /L bol , whereas XUV evaporation depends fundamentally on it. Therefore, a trend of the observed radius gap with L XUV /L bol would be evidence for XUV evaporation.
An Overview of Stellar XUV Evolution
Initially, a star's XUV emission is saturated at a constant level. Ratios of X-ray to bolometric emission during saturation are ∼ 10 −3 -10 −4 , increasing toward later type stars . Saturation lasts anywhere from tens of Myr to several Gyr, also increasing toward later stellar types (e.g., . Afterwards, XUV emission declines roughly as t −1 (e.g. . The stellar mass dependency of both early life and lifetimeintegrated XUV emission roughly goes as L XUV /L bol ∝ M −2 in the recent empirical model of McDonald et al. (2019) . Because XUV emission is highest when stars are young, under XUV evaporation most of the atmospheric stripping a planet experiences occurs within its first 100 Myr (Owen & Wu 2017) . Compounding this effect is the hot and distended state of planetary atmospheres in their youth .
Although XUV emission evolves smoothly in population averages, differences between individual stars are large. Scatter in seed rotation rates of otherwise identical stars could spread their saturation lifetimes over an order of magnitude . Meanwhile, observed emission from stars of similar age, mass, and rotation rates at X-ray, FUV, and NUV wavelengths exhibit 1σ scatter of 0.4-0.5 dex, well beyond measurement uncertainties . This is true even during the saturation phase, when populationaveraged activity values remain constant. Differences in XUV emission between stars might measurably influence the evaporation of their planets ).
Mass and Present NUV Activity as Proxies for a Star's Early-life XUV Emission
A star's L XUV /L bol cannot be directly measured. The portion of the XUV spanning ∼400-912Å is subject to strong absorption by H I in the interstellar medium. Supposing L XUV /L bol could be measured, the measurement would only be a snapshot of the star's present-day emission, not the early-life emission that is critical to XUV evaporation. Under these limitations, the only recourse is to seek proxies for early-life L XUV /L bol .
One proxy for early-life L XUV /L bol of stars is stellar mass (Section 1.2). , , , and all examined the radius gap as a function of M . Our analysis is novel in that we use tests that account for differences in S when searching for a dependency on M . The importance of this accounting, and the results from previous work, will be discussed in the context of the new results in Section 4.
A second possible proxy for early-life L XUV /L bol is present-day stellar activity. An archive of readilyaccessible activity measurements exists in the form of the all-sky NUV and FUV observations made by the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX ) spacecraft. However, using GALEX archival data, or any present-day measurements of stellar activity, comes with a critical caveat. For GALEX NUV or FUV emission to serve as a useful axis on which to examine the radius gap, differences in the present day NUV or FUV emission of individual stars must trace back to differences in their earlylife XUV emission. A dispersion of ∼0.5 dex in X-ray activity for young stars remains just as large for fieldage stars ), even though, over the course of their evolution, the rotation periods of solarmass stars converge to very similar values . This hints that variations in activity between individuals might not be tied purely to differences in rotation and could persist throughout the rotational evolution of stellar populations. If so, there could be a fossilized dependency of the radius gap on present-day stellar activity.
We structure this paper as follows. In Section 2, we give a description of the exoplanet catalog we used, a catalog of GALEX NUV and FUV activity measurements we assembled, and our method for fitting the radius gap. Section 3 presents several tests for relationships between the radius gap, stellar activity, and stellar mass and the results of those tests. A discussion of those results follows in Section 4, and we conclude with a brief summary in Section 5. Readers interested in the details of the data and various analyses, particularly those wishing to reproduce any portion of this work, will find those details in the Appendices.
DATA AND ANALYSIS
The population of planets we analyzed consists of the confirmed and Kepler candidate exoplanet systems downloaded from the NASA Exoplanet Archive on 2019 June 7. We updated system parameters to those of the California Kepler Survey and the asteroseismic survey of where possible. These surveys include precise estimates of stellar masses and planetary radii that clearly expose the radius gap. We obtained archival NUV and FUV photometry of all systems observed by the GALEX spacecraft and estimated the fraction of that emission attributable to stellar activity (details in Section 2.1). A portion of the catalog of GALEX fluxes is presented in Table 1 , and the full table will be available with the published version of this article.
We applied the following cuts to the exoplanet sample:
• Stellar log 10 g in the range (4, 5) cm s −2 to exclude evolved stars,
• Planet impact parameter b < 0.9 to avoid strong correlations between planetary radius and impact parameter uncertainties ,
• Planet orbital period P < 100 d to exclude planets where stellar irradiation might not be sufficient to create a radius gap (e.g., Owen & Wu 2017) ,
• Precision on the planet radius of σ Rp /R p < 0.1 to mitigate scatter of points into the radius gap resulting from random measurement error.
This yielded a sample of 1548 planets (in 1105 unique systems), 942 from the California Kepler Survey and 1365 with measurements of stellar mass and planetary instellation (in 958 unique systems). order Gyr. We were able to estimate the activity-related NUV irradiation of 697 planets and the activity-related FUV irradiation of 176 planets, with upper limits for the NUV irradiation of 189 planets and FUV irradiation of 544 planets. Our investigation required quantifying the relationship between the radius gap and several independent variables, such as instellation. We assumed a linear relationship between the radius gap and independent variable in log-log space, in line with previous works (e.g. . To fit the linear gap, we created an algorithm that subtracted the radius gap from the planetary radii, then used kernel density estimation (KDE; akin to a smoothed histogram) to estimate the number of planets along the line of the gap. We took the gap line with the minimum number density of planets along it as the best fit. By bootstrapping the planet sample, we determined the median fit parameters and their uncertainties (more details in Appendix A).
We did not attempt to correct planet occurrence rates according to detection completeness, in line with , among others. The location of the radius gap does not appreciably change between studies that include and exclude completeness corrections ).
GALEX NUV and FUV Fluxes of Known
Exoplanet Host Stars GALEX observed nearly the entire sky during its operation from 2003-2012. The observatory conducted photometry in two broad UV bands, an FUV band covering roughly 1350-1800Å and an NUV band covering roughly 1700-3000Å. We obtained NUV and FUV fluxes of the host stars, or upper limits, from the GALEX master source catalog (MCAT) hosted by the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST). Although only planets with radii measurements (i.e., transiting planets) were relevant to this paper, we compiled values for all confirmed and candidate systems for the benefit of the community. Observations of most objects included two to ten exposures of a few hundred seconds each and typically spanned several years. Thus, the measurements for most stars sampled a variety of stellar rotation states and a fraction of a Sun-like activity cycle.
We created a simple Python tool to pull GALEX fluxes from the visit level archive hosted by MAST while correcting for target proper motions. 1 We imposed a maximum 16" distance to match targets. For targets with multiple exposures, we averaged the exposureweighted count rates after removing any outliers. When no source existed within the match radius in the GALEX source catalog, we computed 2σ upper limits based on the background count rate reported in the catalog. When GALEX covered the target's coordinates with multiple visits, we used the most restrictive upper limit yielded by any single visit. Our catalog adds 2987 new planet host stars with GALEX photometry to the 272 compiled by . We vetted our fluxes against those of and investigated anomalies as described in Appendix C. GALEX measurements of bright targets are subject to saturation effects, and we corrected for these effects using a polynomial fit to the detector response published in Morrissey et al. (2007) .
To make the measurements of host-star NUV and FUV emission the best possible proxies for activitygenerated XUV emission, we estimated the fraction of NUV and FUV emission attributable to stellar activity. We did this by subtracting an estimate of each star's photospheric emission in the FUV and NUV bands. To estimate photospheric emission, we relied on the CAT-SUP sample (Figure 2 ; . For the stars in that sample, we assumed those with the lowest FUV and NUV emission represent a limit where photospheric emission dominates. We fit a power law Figure 2 . Fits to the GALEX magnitudes of the CAT-SUP sample. We excluded smaller points from the fits for a variety of reasons (see text). Dotted lines show the fits, whereas solid lines give the adopted photosphere-only limit subtracted to give a star's excess GALEX flux. The knee in the FUV points results from stellar activity contributing more emission than the photosphere for low-mass stars.
Equations are for the solid lines.
between effective temperature and absolute FUV and NUV magnitudes, then found the offset that placed the power law at the 95 th percentile of the data points. This we took as an estimate of the contribution of the photosphere to FUV and NUV emission for a star of a given effective temperature. The FUV fluxes of stars with T eff < 5300 K were all dominated by activity and the NUV emission of stars with T eff > 5200 K generally exceeded the linearity limit for the GALEX detector. We excluded these points from the fit, along with any points that were upper or lower limits and >2.5σ outliers. By subtracting the photospheric fit from the GALEX fluxes we retrieved for each exoplanet host star, we obtained the excess FUV and NUV flux attributable to activity, F U V e and N U V e . We denote the irradiation of orbiting planets by excess FUV and NUV flux as I F U Ve and I N U Ve .
RESULTS
Our fits to the radius gap are consistent with those reported in previous works . We find the slope of the gap in the R p -P plane to be −0.08 ± 0.01, in comparison to −0.09 +0.02 −0.04 ) and −0.11 ± 0.02 . Fitting subsets of the population causes the slope of the gap in R p -P to vary between -0.05 and -0.10, though -0.08 remains within 1σ of each fit.
The gap's dependence on planetary irradiation is critical to this work. Figure 3 shows the best fit for the gap in the R p -S plane, with a positive slope of 0.10 +0.02 −0.04 . 2 The radius gap has a positive trend with excess NUV irradiation and excess FUV irradiation of the planets, with slopes of 0.07 +0.02 −0.03 (I N U Ve , Figure 4 ) and 0.04±0.03 (I F U Ve , Figure 5 ). Using the full NUV and FUV planetary irradiations without the photosphere subtraction described in Section 2.1 produces < 1σ changes in slopes. This indicates that the results are not sensitive to the details of the photosphere subtraction.
The relationships between the radius gap and I N U Ve and I F U Ve are not in themselves evidence for XUV evaporation. Variations in I N U Ve and I F U Ve can be primarily attributed to variations in S. Recall that I N U Ve , I F U Ve , and S are all fluxes measured at each planet. Therefore, they vary in unison in response to changes in semi-major axis and stellar luminosity. Hence, even if the radius gap depends fundamentally only on S, as in the corepowered mass loss theory, the link between S, I N U Ve , and I F U Ve mean the radius gap will trend with each of those values.
To disentangle XUV evaporation from core-powered mass loss, any population test must account for underlying (and, in the case of I N U Ve and I F U Ve , nearly 1:1) correlations with S. The following subsections describe several such tests. Because of the small size of the FUV sample, we restrict further discussion to the NUV sample only. Numerical experiments confirm that each test operates as we intend (Appendix D).
No Relationship Between L N U Ve /L bol and the Location of the Radius Gap after Accounting for Variations in Instellation
Planets receiving the same instellation can have much different I N U Ve irradiations. The difference arises from differences in L N U Ve /L bol between stars. A shift of the radius gap to greater radii for populations of planets orbiting higher L N U Ve /L bol stars would be evidence for XUV evaporation.
We split the population of planets into thirds based on L N U Ve /L bol to test for changes in the radius gap. To isolate differences in the location of the gap, we fit the gap for each population under the constraint that their slopes be identical. Figure 6 shows the gap fits (see Appendix E for individual fits). Differences in the location of the gap between the populations with differing L N U Ve /L bol are not 
Flux remaining after the subtraction of an empirical estimate of the flux from the star's photosphere.
Note-Only 10 planets from the full catalog are shown here, with uncertainties and references excluded due to space constraints. The full catalog will be available as a machine-readable table in the published version of the article. 10 4.3 < L NUVe /L bol < 10 3.5 10 3.5 < L NUVe /L bol < 10 2.8 10 2.8 < L NUVe /L bol < 10 2.0 Figure 6 . Fits to the radius gap in the Rp-S plane and 1σ uncertainties for three planetary populations sorted by the LNUV e /L bol of their host stars. No significant difference is present in the radius gap for these three populations. statistically significant. Allowing the slopes of each fit to vary independently does not change this result.
We carried out another test for a dependency on L N U Ve /L bol that did not require binning. For this, we detrended the planetary radii according to a fit to the gap in the R p -S plane by subtracting the R p -S fit in log space. This yielded a radius gap that did not vary with S. We then searched for a residual relationship between the detrended R p and L N U Ve /L bol (see Appendix D).
The S-detrended radius gap shows no statisticallysignificant relationship with L N U Ve /L bol . The best fit slope is 0.00 +0.01 −0.03 (Figure 7 ).
Gap Depth Is Not Greater when Using I N U Ve in Place of Instellation
If XUV evaporation is the primary cause of the radius gap, the radius gap could be cleaner in the R p -I N U Ve plane than the R p -S plane. Variations in L XUV /L bol will scatter points into the gap in the R p -S plane that would not be in the gap in the R p -I XU V plane. If I N U Ve is an adequate proxy for early-life I XU V , then the same will hold for it. Measurement errors will also scatter points into the gap, potentially masking differences in its clarity.
We tested for differences in the clarity of the gap by measuring its depth. To ensure a consistent comparison, we used only planets with measurements of both S and I N U Ve , the intersection of the samples in Figures 3 and 4. We found that the gap is no deeper in the R p -I N U Ve plane than in the R p -S plane (Figures 8 and 9 ).
Positive results in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 would have been evidence for XUV evaporation. However, the null results carry little weight. If the present-day N U V e emission of stars does not trace past differences in their XUV emission, XUV evaporation would produce no inherent radius gap -L N U Ve /L bol relationship. Because the null results of the NUV analysis are uninformative, we will not discuss them further in this paper, instead focusing on the more informative results that rely on stellar mass. However, the potential power of the tests in Sections 3.1 is motivation to search for observational diagnostics that could trace the early XUV emission individual stars observed late in life. Figure 4 that have no S measurement. The blue line and translucent area are the best fit to the gap and bootstrapped 1σ uncertainty. In the right panel, the best fit has been subtracted in log space, aligning the gap to the histogram. The gap, the relative minimum in the right histogram, is deeper in this plane than the Rp-INUV e plane (Figure 9 ).
No Relationship Between Host Star Mass and the Location of the Radius Gap after Accounting for Variations in Instellation
We applied the same tests described in Section 3.1, but using host star mass in place of L N U Ve /L bol . The location of the gap does not vary for populations of planets orbiting stars in various mass bins (0.6-0.8, 0.8-1.0, and 1.0-1.2 M ; Figure 10 ). Similarly, after S-detrending, the radius gap shows no statistically significant trend with stellar mass (slope −0.02 ± 0.05; Figure 11 ). If we restrict the planet sample to that of to ensure consistency in the measurement of system parameters, the slope becomes 0.00 +0.07 −0.10 . The substantial increase in uncertainty results from the comparatively confined stellar mass range of the sample.
We did not test for any change in the depth of the gap when plotted in the R p -M plane versus the R p -S plane, analogous to that described in Section 3.2. In the R p -M plane, differences in the instellations of planets orbiting stars of similar mass will introduce large amounts Figure 10 . Fits to the radius gap in the Rp-S plane for three planetary populations sorted by the mass of their host stars. No significant difference is present between these three populations with differing host star mass ranges.
of scatter, partially filling the gap. Therefore, the gap should not be any deeper in the R p -M plane than the R p -S plane.
DISCUSSION
XUV evaporation should imprint a stellar mass dependency on the exoplanet radius gap. As discussed in the introduction, because L XUV /L bol ∝ M −2 , lowermass stars can strip atmospheres from larger planets at a given S. Hence, after accounting for differences in S, the gap should move to greater radii for planetary populations orbiting lower-mass stars. We do not observe this. However, whether this result is significant depends on whether the trend predicted under XUV evaporation is strong enough to be detectable.
To interpret the nondetection of a radius gap -stellar mass dependency, we simulated the atmospheric stripping of a synthetic planetary population. For this, we used the minimum analytical XUV evaporation model described in Owen & Wu (2017) (see also Campos Estrada 2019 in press ). This model begins with a population of planets Rayleigh distributed in core mass (σ Mc = 3M ⊕ ) and with a uniform distribution of atmospheric masses between 1% and 30%. We initialized the population with the host star masses and planetary orbital periods of the real-world sample. We assumed the same XUV emission model as in Owen & Wu (2017) , L XU V = 10 −3.5 L M /M for 100 Myr followed by a t −1.5 decline. The model steps through time, solving for the radius of the optically-thick atmosphere of a given planet, determining the amount of XUV energy that atmosphere absorbs, and computing the amount of atmospheric mass the absorbed energy liberates, assuming 10% efficiency.
The simulation produces a radius gap similar to that of the actual planetary population. Figure 12 plots the simulated planetary population in the R p -S plane, with a fit to its gap and the fit to the gap in the real planet population overplotted. The slopes of the gaps are identical. However, they differ notably in location. The same discrepancy is not present in Owen & Wu (2017) ; their simulated gap's location matches reality. The cause of the difference is the assumed host star 0.50 0.75 1.00 Figure 11 . Planetary radius gap in the Rp-M plane, with radii detrended according the underlying relationship between radius gap and instellation. The blue line and translucent area are the best fit to the gap and bootstrapped 1σ uncertainty. In the right panel, the best fit has been subtracted in log space, aligning the gap to the histogram. After S-detrending, the slope of the radius gap is consistent with zero, implying that differences in S can account for the relationship between radius gap and host star mass reported in previous works.
masses. Owen & Wu (2017) initialize their simulation with stars Gaussian distributed around a median mass of 1.3 M with σ = 0.3 M . We initialize our simulation with the actual host star masses, median mass 0.96 M . The greater luminosities of the stars in the Owen & Wu (2017) simulation yield planet instellations roughly an order of magnitude larger than those of the actual planet sample. At those instellations, the location of the simulated gap is at 1.8 R ⊕ , as observed. However, XUV evaporation simulations of planetary populations can be tweaked to better match reality. reproduces the observed gap with the same model using actual host star masses. One possible factor enabling the better agreement between the simulated and real radius gap in is that Wu (2019) prescribes a variable mass loss efficiency. We tested the simulated planetary population for a dependency between the radius gap and stellar mass after S-detrending, just as we did with the actual planet population. A stellar mass dependency is clear in the simulated sample, with a radius gap slope of −0.11 +0.01 −0.02 ( Figure 13 ). This confirms that, under XUV evaporation, the radius gap should be inversely related to stellar mass once the underlying dependency on instellation has been removed.
The simulation shown in Figures 12 and 13 is an ideal case, assuming no measurement errors, no star-to-star variations in UV activity, and uniform system ages. In reality, a bevvy of complications blur the radius gap and its dependencies on system parameters:
• Adding measurement uncertainty to the planetary radii, stellar masses, and planetary instellations increases the error on the recovered slopes. At 10% radius error, all other values assumed exact, the significance of the simulated trend with stellar mass is reduced to 3σ. At 20% radius error, most fits to bootstrapped samples do not converge. The effects of errors on stellar mass and planetary instellation are less severe. For example, with 20% errors on stellar mass, the significance of the simulated trend becomes 6σ. Simulated Data Figure 13 . The stellar mass dependency of a simulated exoplanet radius gap generated by XUV evaporation. The slope of the simulated radius gap, −0.11 +0.01 −0.02 (blue line), is steeper than the actual radius gap, −0.02±0.05 (orange line). However, adding measurement error and other complications eliminates this difference (see Figure 15 ).
• Evolving the planets to the catalog ages of the systems (bootstrapping the ∼10% of systems without catalog age values) has little effect. This is because system ages are almost all > 1 Gyr, whereas most atmospheric stripping occurs within the first 100 Myr.
• Incorporating an updated stellar XUV evolution model weakens the radius gap slope to −0.07±0.01 in the S-detrended R p -S plane. The updated model is a simplification of the results presented in McDonald et al. (2019) , with L XUV /L bol ∝ 10 −3.7 (M /M ) −2.2 for 100 Myr followed by a t −1.2 decline.
• Varying the stellar XUV flux by 0.5 dex to mimic the observed variability in X-ray and UV emission between stars (see Introduction) weakens the gap slope to −0.06 ± 0.02 in the S-detrended R p -S plane. It is notable that the gap itself, not just its stellar mass dependency, remains detectable in spite of this scatter, meaning that the XUV evaporation model is robust to variability in the XUV evolution of individual stars. However, possible order of magnitude differences in saturation timescale between individual stars could make this 0.5 dex prescription optimistic (see Section 1).
To create the most realistic simulation possible, we combined the above modifications into a single simulation. We injected measurement errors at the median levels of the actual population: 5% in R p , 3% in M , 7% Simulated Data Figure 14 . The instellation dependency of a simulated radius gap generated by XUV evaporation, with added measurement error and other complications (see text). The radius gap has a slope of 0.079 ± 0.006 (blue line), consistent with the observed slope of 0.10 +0.02 −0.04 (orange line).
in S. The resulting population (Figures 14 and 15 ) does not have a detectable radius gap -stellar mass trend. Its radius gap has a slope of −0.035 +0.02 −0.03 in the S-detrended R p -S plane, consistent with the −0.02 ± 0.05 radius gap slope of the actual population. Hence, our tests ultimately do not exclude XUV evaporation as the primary cause of the radius gap. Core-powered mass loss also remains viable as a primary cause of the radius gap because it involves no mechanism that would produce a dependency on host star mass after S-detrending.
The line of reasoning we have developed could plausibly discriminate between these theories with an expanded exoplanet sample. As the exoplanet sample increases, particularly as the diversity of host-star masses grows, the sensitivity of the test for a radius gap -stellar mass trend improves. Adding a sample of 2000 exoplanets with host star masses drawn from a uniform distribution across 0.3 -2.0 M to the existing sample yields a > 3σ trend in our simulation.
The XUV evaporation and core-powered mass loss theories are not mutually exclusive. It is well-established that XUV radiation is what heats the upper atmospheres of solar-system planets, resulting in slow Jean's escape of light species (e.g., Simulated Data Figure 15 . The stellar mass dependency of a simulated radius gap generated by XUV evaporation, with added measurement error and other complications (see text). The radius gap has a slope of −0.035 +0.02 −0.03 (blue line), in agreement with the actual radius gap slope of −0.02 ± 0.05 (orange line). Including realistic treatments of stellar XUV evolution and measurement errors makes the predicted radius gap trend with M under XUV evaporation no longer clearly detectable.
Four previous studies have explicitly examined the relationship between stellar mass or equivalent properties and the radius of the gap. split up all confirmed and candidate planetary systems in the NASA Exoplanet Catalog into late-M, early-M, K, and G star groups. They noted an increase in the radius of the gap toward earlier host star types. They posit that this relationship is a result of higher planetary masses around stars of earlier type. A more in-depth analysis by of planetary radii versus host star mass reaches the same conclusion, using the model of Owen & Wu (2017) to simulate atmospheric stripping for a population of planets where the mass of the planetary cores depends on the mass of the host stars. They find that they can reproduce several features of the planetary population that vary with stellar mass, including the radius where the super Earth population peaks, the radius where the gap is deepest, and the radius where the sub Neptune population peaks.
We offer an alternative interpretation of these results. A direct relationship between the mass of planetary cores and the mass of the host stars will, undoubtedly, influence the demographics of the planetary population. The relationship would cause the typical radius of sub Neptunes to increase with stellar mass, all else being equal. This, in turn, would leave fewer planets small enough to have their atmospheres stripped, depleting the population of super Earths as stellar mass increases. However, the location of the radius gap would not change. Under the XUV evaporation model, atmospheric stripping is a simple energy balance between a planet's gravity and its XUV irradiation. If the XUV irradiation is kept constant, the transition between planets that can retain a primordial atmosphere and planets stripped of them will occur at the same core mass and radius. If the distribution of core masses (and radii) is changed, the populations on either side of the gap will adjust accordingly, but the radius gap itself will not move. Only second order shifts might result from changes to the number density of sub Neptunes and super Earths.
To validate the reasoning that the radius gap should not depend on planetary masses, we simulated atmospheric stripping using a distribution of planet masses dependent on host star mass. Specifically, we drew core masses from a normal distribution in log space with a mean mass of M core = 8 M ⊕ (M /M ) and a standard deviation of 0.3 dex, the preferred model of . To isolate the effect of the assumed mass distribution, we kept all other parameters of the model identical to the simulation described in Section 4. Figures 16 and  17 show the results.
The radius gap fits to the population synthesized with a star-planet mass correlation are nearly identical to the population synthesized with no such correlation. From this, we conclude that the radius gap itself is insensitive to the initial planetary mass distribution, as expected. However, a relationship between host star and planet masses could nonetheless exist. The shape of the super Earth and sub Neptune distributions are sensitive to the initial planetary masses, and shows that a planet-star mass correlation reproduces them well.
Returning to the results of other works addressing the mass-dependency of the radius gap, found a positive relationship between the radius gap and host star mass in the CKS-Gaia sample. They conclude this relationship supports the XUV evaporation model, arguing that the population of sub-Neptunes should shift to lower instellations for lower-mass stars because lower-mass stars emit a larger fraction of their lifetime radiation in the XUV range. However, shifting the sub-Neptune population to lower instellations, without shifting the super-Earth population, would widen the gap in the R p -S plane and move the radius at the center of the gap to a larger value. This would cause the radius of the gap to increase with decreasing stellar mass, contrary to the observed trend.
Gupta & Schlichting (2019b) simulated populations of planets subjected to the core-powered mass loss mechanism to compare to observations. They were able to re- Simulated Data Figure 16 . The instellation dependency of a simulated radius gap generated by XUV evaporation. In this simulation, planetary core masses depend linearly on the host star mass as per Wu (2019) (see text). The radius gap formed in this simulation has a slope of 0.11 with respect to log 10 S and crosses 1.59 R⊕ at S = 100 S⊕ (blue line), compared to 0.10 and 1.58 R⊕ for the original simulation ( Figure 12 ). The orange line shows the radius gap fit to the actual exoplanet population. This demonstrates that the radius gap does not significantly depend on the initial planetary mass distribution in an XUV evaporation simulation. Simulated Data Figure 17 . The stellar mass dependency of a simulated radius gap generated by XUV evaporation. In this simulation, planetary core masses depend linearly on the host star mass as per Wu (2019) (see text). The radius gap formed in this simulation has a slope of -0.1120 with respect to M (after S detrending) and crosses 1.57 R⊕ at M = 1 M , compared to -0.1117 and 1.55 R⊕ for the original simulation ( Figure 13 ; values quoted with excess significant digits to illustrate the smallness of the difference between simulations). The orange line shows the radius gap fit to the actual exoplanet population. This demonstrates that a planet-star mass correlation has minimal impact on the inverse relationship between the radius gap and stellar mass after S-detrending.
cover the observed dependency on stellar mass when using the same distributions of stellar masses, luminosities, and planetary orbital periods as the observed sample. They attribute the radius gap -stellar mass trend to the strong relationship between stellar mass and luminosity that could bias planets orbiting more massive stars toward greater instellations. Our independent recognition of the importance of instellation in possible stellar mass trends is what motivated the S-detrending of the present work.
Based on our analyses, we conclude the simplest explanation for the results from , Fulton & Petigura (2018), and Wu (2019) is the underlying correlation between planet instellation and stellar mass first recognized by . In Figure 18 (2018) planets, an r of 0.36 and a p-value of 10 −38 . These correlations are of high confidence. Classifying the sample by stellar type according to the stellar radius cuts in , we find median instellations of 6.3 S ⊕ for planets orbiting late Ms (N = 24), 15 S ⊕ for early Ms (N = 242), 62 S ⊕ for Ks (N = 1568), and 100 S ⊕ for Gs (N = 798). Wu (2019) adopted the orbital periods and stellar masses of an actual exoplanet population as simulation input, thereby implicitly incorporating a correlation between stellar mass and planetary instellation in their XUV evaporation simulations.
The larger instellations of known planets orbiting more massive stars means atmospheres can be stripped from larger planets according to both the XUV evaporation and core-powered mass loss models. This provides a simple explanation for the dependency of the gap on stellar type observed by and and reproduced in simulations by and , as well as the results of this paper. Our analysis has shown that once instellation has been accounted for, no detectable dependency on stellar mass remains (Figures 10 and 11) . : r = 0.32, p = 8 × 10 91 : r = 0.36, p = 5 × 10 38 to predict the lifetime XUV irradiation of these planets based on host-star mass. They find that plotting planetary radii versus predicted lifetime-XUV exposure sharpened the lower edge of the sub-Jovian desert, and the planetary radius of the edge increased with decreasing lifetime XUV exposure, as expected. They take this as evidence for XUV evaporation as the cause of the sub-Jovian desert. This contrasts with our finding of no detectable dependence of the radius gap on stellar mass.
A Related Study of the sub-Jovian Desert

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the relationship between the observed planetary radius gap and two candidate proxies for the early-life XUV-radiation of stars: their presentday, excess NUV flux attributable to stellar activity (N U V e ) and their mass. Our aim was to search for empirical evidence of XUV evaporation in the population of known planets.
The radius of the gap shows no dependence on the fractional N U V e emission of the stellar hosts (L N U Ve /L bol ). This could simply indicate the presentday activity level of stars is a poor correlate for their early-life activity, and is not evidence against XUV evaporation as the cause of the radius gap. As a product of this work, we make available a catalog of NUV and FUV measurements or upper limits from the GALEX observatory archive for nearly all stars presently known to host planets.
The radius of the gap also shows no statistically significant trend with stellar mass after accounting for dif-ferences in planetary instellations. This accounting is critical to remove the effects of an underlying correlation between instellation and host star mass in the exoplanet sample. Tests with simulated planetary populations subjected to XUV evaporation suggest that an inverse trend between the radius gap and host star mass is detectable with the current exoplanet population under ideal circumstances. However, adding plausible scatter in the XUV emission of individual host stars and realistic measurement errors, along with several less impactful factors, weakens the predicted stellar mass dependency and increases measurement uncertainties to the point that the simulated and observed radius gap trends are consistent within 1σ.
We found independently that the positive trend between the radius gap and stellar mass reported in several previous works can be explained by the underlying planetary instellation -stellar mass correlation, confirming the interpretation of . Further, using XUV evaporation simulations, we showed that assuming a relationship between stellar and planetary masses does not appreciably change the radius gap trends retrieved by our analysis.
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2013) . APPENDIX
A. FITTING THE GAP
Fitting a model to the relationship between the location of the radius gap and some independent variable such as orbital period presents an unusual challenge. It requires selecting model parameters that result in, loosely speaking, the fewest data points possible near the model, rather than matching data to the model. Ideally, a model of the data would directly predict the planetary populations above and below the gap, thus fitting for the observed planets rather than the gap. However, this would require modeling the intrinsic planetary population, modeling the evolution of that population, and knowing and combining the detection completeness of each survey that contributed planets to the catalog. This is a daunting level of complexity with a great deal of room for systematic errors. Instead, it is more straightforward to simply fit the gap.
Several strategies have been employed in other works for this purpose. These all fit power-law relationships between the radius gap and the independent variable of choice, i.e. a linear model in log-log space. The techniques of which we are aware are:
1. Finding the peaks of the planet distributions above and below the gap, then taking the slope of the gap model to be that of a line orthogonal to the line connecting those peaks (MacDonald 2019).
2. Computing the likelihood of the data, then finding the local minimum, rather than maximum, likelihood that places the model line within the gap .
3. Binning the planets according to the independent variable (e.g., orbital period) and fitting a line to features of the planetary radii in those bins (e.g., the maximum planet radius below the gap,  or the radius of minimum planet number density, .
4. Using a support vector machine, a machine learning method, to find the line that optimally separates the planets above and below the gap ).
The three different techniques used by produced consistent results within 1σ uncertainties. The MacDonald (2019) approach has the advantage of requiring little human intervention in comparison to the methods used by and the technique presented here. It is in principle possible to use unsupervised machine learning to both identify the two populations of planets, as in MacDonald 2019, and then fit for a line optimally separating those populations, as in . However, we feel that it is reasonable to use human intelligence to guide a numerical optimizer that finds best-fit parameters for a gap model.
A.1. The "Deepest Gap" Method
In this work, we have employed a custom method to fit the radius gap. Our motivation to develop a custom algorithm, versus using those already employed in the radius gap literature, stemmed from a desire for three qualities:
1. that it use all the data available, in contrast to methods (3) and (4) of the previous section, 2. that it be reasonably insensitive to the effects of varying detection completeness, which might not be the case for method (1) of the previous section, 3. that it mimic the human intuition we use in visually identifying the gap.
These goals, in particular goal (3), led us to develop a method that finds the line along which the gap is deepest.
To do this, the algorithm subtracts a guess at the line describing the gap from the log of the planetary radii. Then, it uses kernel density estimation (KDE) to estimate the number density of planets (i.e., number of planets per increment in log radius) at the gap using the transformed data (e.g., Figure 3 ). For models that better align the gap, the density of planets in the gap is lower. The best-fit is considered to have been reached when the depth of the gap is maximized (the number density of planets at the line of the gap is minimized). A Python implementation of this gap fitting scheme is available on GitHub. 3 We use a linear model of the gap defined by a slope, m; a pivot point in the independent variable, usually the log of some property such as orbital period, x 0 ; and the log radius at mid-gap at that pivot point, log 10 R 0 ;
The free parameters of the fit are m and log 10 R 0 ; x 0 is fixed. Choosing an x 0 near the center of the data is helpful because it minimizes correlations between m and log 10 R 0 in the fit. Theoretically, the choice of x 0 has no effect on the fit itself, though, in practice, very strong correlations in fit parameters can sometimes pose a challenge to numerical optimizers. In principle, this fitting scheme could be used with more complicated functional models of the radius gap. An important nuance is that the spread of the data in log radius after the gap line is subtracted will differ from the spread before subtraction, or, more importantly, relative to the spread when using a different guess at the gap line. Hence, after the transformation, we normalize the data to unit variance in the gap-subtracted log radii.
Next, we apply KDE to the gap-subtracted, variance-normalized log radii using a kernel width of 0.15 to estimate the density of planets at a gap-subtracted log radius of 0. Using KDE to estimate the density in the gap is a subjective choice. It could be done using a histogram or any arbitrary technique. We chose KDE because it incorporates all of the data and avoids the potential step function in density that would result from histogramming when points are shifted in and out of bins as the model parameters are varied. We chose a kernel width of 0.15 because it generally produced a clean bimodal distribution in planet density where the gap was apparent. Values a little lower (e.g., 0.1) generally yielded curves with > 2 modes. Larger values would progressively blur the gap until it disappeared and the curve became unimodal around a kernel width of 0.4. The best fit values were mildly sensitive to the choice of kernel width, but changes in the fit values were below 1σ uncertainties for kernel widths from 0.1 to 0.4 and there was no clear trend between the kernel width used and the slope of the best-fit line.
The density of the planets at the gap line was taken as the cost function for the fit and supplied to a numerical minimizer that found optimal values of m and log 10 R 0 . A challenge of this scheme is that the gap represents only a local minimum in planet density. Hence, if the numerical minimizer takes a step large enough to leave the gap, it will simply begin moving the best-fit line further and further from the overall cluster of planets and will not converge. We eliminated this problem by constraining the fit to reasonable values of log 10 R 0 -essentially placing a prior on log 10 R 0 of (0.15, 0.35), equivalent to R 0 in the range (1.4, 2.2) . The data were bootstrapped to estimate realistic uncertainties on the fit.
We tested our fitting method on the log 10 R versus log 10 P data for the asteroseismic sample of Van Eylen et al. (minimum likelihood fit), −0.05 +0.01 −0.03 (fit to binned maximum planet radii), and −0.09 +0.02 −0.04 (support vectors, chosen as their quoted value). and found slopes of −0.11 ± 0.02 and −0.32 +0.09 −0.12 . The MacDonald (2019) is an outlier because they fit the peaks of the populations above and below the gap rather than the gap itself.
In our fits to the full sample, we found the retrieved slope was sensitive to the bounds of the planet sample used. The slope generally stayed within 1σ of the slope from the full sample given the increase in uncertainty associated with confining the sample. Progressively removing planets from the extremes of the period distribution had the greatest effect, since this restricts the lever arm of the fit. Restricting the sample to a period range of (5, 15) d yielded a sample size half of the original but yielded a slope of −0.02 +0.05 −0.04 . Below, we list the results from several fits with varying bounds, given as period range: sample size, log 10 R 0 , m. We have averaged asymmetric errors. To construct a catalog of exoplanet parameters, we began with the catalog of comprehensive planet data for all confirmed exoplanets maintained by the NASA Exoplanet Archive. To this, we added the catalog of all candidate Kepler systems, excluding known false positives, downloaded on the same date. We used the gaia-kepler.fun crossmatch catalog created by M. Bedell 4 to add Gaia distance (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018 ) and proper motion data for the Kepler candidate hosts.
At the time of writing, the NASA catalogs did not include the samples of planet radii that have most clearly exposed the gap, those of and . Accurate planetary radii require accurate estimates of stellar radii, which and the California Kepler Survey team obtained using spectroscopy for a sample of 1189 stars (1901 planets) and obtained with asteroseismology of 63 host stars (117 planets). Both of the added catalogs include estimates of stellar mass and the catalog includes planetary instellations and orbital semi-major axes that we used in our analysis. We added or replaced parameters in the NASA Archive catalogs with values from the ) and, preferentially, Van Eylen et al. (2018 catalogs.
To this catalog, we added data on stellar NUV and FUV emission and corresponding exoplanet NUV and FUV irradiation from archival GALEX observations (see Section 2.1). GALEX measurements (not upper limits) of the host star's NUV flux were available for 2384 planets (339 FUV) with radii < 4 R ⊕ . There are many fewer FUV detections because stars are generally much fainter in the GALEX FUV than the NUV, making them harder to detect.
C. VETTING THE GALEX FLUXES C.1. Anomalies
For six planets, we estimate an NUV flux received by the planet that is larger than the planet's instellation as given in the NASA archive. Four of these systems had stellar luminosities given in the archive. For these, the NUV luminosity we computed was a reasonable fraction of the stellar luminosity (<5%). Meanwhile, an estimate of the planetary instellation using the stellar luminosity, L and orbital semi-major axis, a, (i.e., L/4πa 2 ) yielded values 20-1000× the instellation given in the archive. Hence, we concluded the planetary instellations were in error. A closer examination of one target, HATS-18b, showed that the appropriate unit conversion had not been applied when the planet parameters were ingested into the NASA archive. This led us to exclude systems where the catalog instellation deviated by more than a factor of 2 from L/4πa 2 when analyzing R p versus S or when using detrending according to S.
For four stars, the estimated NUV (and, for DP Leo, the estimated FUV) luminosity exceeds 10% of the catalog bolometric luminosity:
1. DP Leo is a cataclysmic variable with an effective temperature of 13,500 K.
2.
Kepler-1611 appears to be a bad Gaia match, as the distance given in the NASA archive is 686 pc versus 27,199 pc from the gaia-kepler.fun catalog.
3. Kepler-953 is also likely a bad Gaia match, with a distance of 240 pc in the NASA archive and 1124 pc in the gaia-kepler.fun catalog.
4. Kepler-416 was likely incorrectly matched to a bright nearby star in the GALEX source catalog.
Of the 2813/2964 unique planet hosts with both Gaia (from the gaia-kepler.fun catalog) and literature (from the NASA archive) distances, the two differed by more than 50% in 179 cases (6%). In these cases, we favored the NASA archive distance as likely to have been better vetted.
C.2. Comparison to We compared the fluxes of the objects overlapping with the catalog of to identify discrepancies. Fluxes are compared in Figure 19 . The agreement is good, with the small differences likely attributable to the use of different apertures. utilized the "auto" aperture values, whereas for this work we used the "APER 7" values. The auto aperture is a KRON elliptical synthetic aperture of variable size intended to match the source size of potentially resolved galaxies. 5 The APER 7 aperature is a 34.5" circular synthetic aperture. We used APER 7 primarily so that we could apply a saturation correction using the curves published in Morrissey et al. (2007) , which are provided only for 34.5" and 3' apertures.
For NUV fluxes, in many cases we estimated upper limits above those estimated by . This is likely due to our use of an upper limit from only a single GALEX visit of the target's location. More restrictive upper limits are possible if all visits are coadded.
Outliers are identified in Figure 19 . In the NUV, the only outlier is Kepler-38. An estimate of this star's expected NUV flux based on its effective temperature and distance lies between that of this work and . However, querying the GalexView online interface, 6 the nearest object to Kepler-38 has a flux nearer to that of this work.
In the FUV, several outliers exist for which we measured fluxes orders of magnitude above the upper limits provided in . In all cases, this seems to be a result of the GALEX catalog duplicating a source. This appears in the catalog as two sources within a few arcseconds of each other for which one has an NUV detection without an FUV detection and vice versa. Although initially these discrepancies with the Shkolnik (2013) catalog appeared only by happenstance, we afterwards modified our GALEX retrieval script to treat these duplicates as a single source. 10 0 10 1 10 2 10 3 10 0 10 1 10 2 10 3 NUV K e p l e r -3 8 Figure 19 . Comparison of GALEX fluxes retrieved by this work versus . Agreement is good, with most scatter likely due to differences in choice of synthetic aperture, sigma clipping, and method of extracting limits. In a few cases, the GALEX source catalog contained duplicate NUV-only and FUV-only detections of the same source, resulting in false negatives if these duplications were not found. 
C.3. Absolute Magnitude versus Effective Temperature
We also examined absolute GALEX magnitude versus effective temperature to search for potential issues with the catalog (Figure 20) . In general, the sources follow a clear trend. There is a substantial population of overluminous sources, but a log g cut shows that most of these sources are not main-sequence stars. Some of the remainder could be stars caught in a flaring state. However, the three highest outliers, Kepler-1611, K02962, and K04345, all had measurements from multiple GALEX visits and for each these measurements were consistent, suggesting their high fluxes were not simply due to a coincidental flare. For the NUV measurements, selecting only the stars with 4 < log g [cm s −1 ] < 5 and 3500 K < T eff < 7000 K and fitting a third-order polynomial to the resulting points, we find that 1.7% are beyond 3σ from the trend. The catalog also contains four stars with effective temperatures greater than 10,000 K not shown in Figure 20 , yet GALEX magnitudes within the range expected of a main sequence F, G, or K star. These appear to be all evolved, hot subdwarfs. 
Simulated Data
Fit: y x 0.101 ± 0.002
True: y x 0.10 Figure 21 . A simulated planet population with an injected radius gap used for a numerical proof of concept. The equation of the injected gap is shown in orange while the retrieved best-fit gap is shown in blue. The two are nearly indistinguishable for this large (N = 3000) sample.
D. TESTS OF TESTS: A PROOF OF CONCEPT USING A SIMULATED, IDEALIZED PLANETARY POPULATION
Discerning between the evaporation and core-powered mass loss theories using UV data is challenging given the tight correlation between a planet's instellation and its NUV or FUV irradiation. Hence, we constructed simulated, idealized populations to explore a range of possible tests. In this section, we describe these experiments using a single population for simplicity.
The simulated population we present consists of a large sample of planets for clarity in this proof of concept, N = 3000, normally distributed in R p and N U V e irradiation. Because our purpose here was merely to explore the functionality of possible population tests, we used an ad hoc method of creating a radius gap that required essentially no time to run rather than using the Owen & Wu (2017) XUV evaporation model. This ad hoc method consisted of clearing an area of width 0.08 dex in R p and obeying the relationship R gap ∝ I 0.1 N U Ve to mimic the observed relationship with S and I N U Ve (Section 3). We plot this starting population in Figure 21 along with the injected gap and the best fit to that gap produced by our custom algorithm. Our algorithm recovers the equation of the injected gap well.
Injecting a 1σ scatter of 0.5 dex in L N U Ve /L bol (see Introduction) into the simulated planet populations to determine planetary instellations yields the distribution shown in Figure 22 . The scatter in L N U Ve /L bol partially fills the gap with planets. The scatter also stretches the S axis relative to the I N U Ve axis, resulting in a weaker dependency of the gap on S (smaller value of the slope of the gap). This is the theoretical starting point at which we begin to try to uncover the fact that the gap is better described by the N U V e irradiation of the planets than their instellation. We begin by describing the test that is, perhaps, the easiest to interpret. For this test, we binned the planets into three separate populations based on their L N U Ve /L bol . Then, we fit the gap in the R p -S plane for each of these populations. Because it was the N U V e radiation that created this fictional gap, the gap should move to higher R p for populations with higher average L N U Ve /L bol . Indeed, this was the result, as shown in Figure 23 .
Next we attempted to discern a gap in the entire population with a dependency on L N U Ve /L bol . However, the large range in possible I N U Ve values for planets with similar L N U Ve /L bol , associated with a large range of gap radii, acts to obscure the gap in the R p -L N U Ve /L bol plane (Figure 24) .
The obscuration of the gap in the R p -L N U Ve /L bol plane can be effectively removed by first detrending the planetary radii based on the R p -S dependency of the gap. By detrending, we mean subtracting the log planetary radii given by the R p -S fit from the actual log planetary radii. To avoid confusing the casual reader, we then add back the log radius at the reference x-value of the fit, e.g., 1.8 R p at 100 S ⊕ , in log space. This accounts for the effect of the different instellation of a planet, based on its proximity to its host star and its host star's luminosity, on the maximum size of the planets whose atmospheres can be stripped. All that is left after this detrending is the effect from the fraction of the light irradiating the planet that can power atmospheric stripping, or, in this case, a proxy for that Simulated Data 10 1 10 1 10 3 10 5 10 2.4 < L NUVe /L bol < 10 1.9 Figure 23 . The simulated planet population, split into three subpopulations based on even ranges of LNUV e /L bol and plotted in the Rp-S plane. The location of the gap increases in Rp for the subpopulations with larger LNUV e /L bol , as shown by the best-fit lines. The fits to all three subpopulations are shown in each panel, with a thicker line with error region indicating the fit to the plotted population.
fraction: L N U Ve /L bol . Larger fractions of atmosphere-stripping radiation push the gap to larger planetary radii, and this relationship shows through after S detrending ( Figure 25 ). Finally, another straightforward test is to compare how clean the gap is in the R p -S and R p -I N U Ve planes. This could be quantified in a number of ways, but the simplest is to measure the depth of the gap along the best fit line. More precisely, this utilizes gap-subtracted planetary radii, where the log of the best-fit radius gap has been subtracted from the log of the planetary radii. However, the utility of this test is highly dependent on the assumed shape of the gap. In this simulation, the gap is highly idealized as a step function. In reality, the gap, even when plotted as a function of some causal variable, is likely to be partially filled (e.g., Owen & Wu 2017) . This could make changes in the gap depth between a causal variable and some correlate of that variable hard to discern. Nonetheless, the test was worth performing, and, in this idealized case, would have revealed a clear difference between the depth of the gap in the R p -S and R p -I N U Ve plane that favors I N U Ve as better characterizing the gap (Figure 26 ). Simulated Data Figure 24 . The simulated planet population plotted in the Rp-LNUV e /L bol plane. The gap has been obscured due to the scatter from the large range of possible N U Ve irradiation for planets with similar LNUV e /L bol , which drives the radius of the gap in this idealized sample. Simulated Data y x 0.074 ± 0.004 Figure 25 . The simulated planet population plotted in the shifted Rp-LNUV e /L bol plane, where "detrended" indicates that the Rp values have been adjusted according to the fit to the gap in the Rp-S plane. This removes the dependency of the radius gap on the instellation of planets and allows the residual dependency on the fraction of that irradiation that is better correlated with atmospheric stripping to show through. Figures 21 and 22 . The black line is a kernel density estimate of the occurrence frequency and the gray area is the 16th to 84th percentile region from estimates for bootstrapped samples. The depth of the gap is significantly greater in the Rp-INUV e plane, but we caution that the application of this test to true planetary samples will likely be less powerful because the edges of the true gap will not be step functions. Figure 27 . Planets in the Rp-S plane for the population of planets orbiting hosts in the lower third of the LNUV e /L bol distribution. The blue line and translucent area are the best fit to the gap and bootstrapped 1σ uncertainty. In the right panel, the best fit has been subtracted in log space, aligning the gap to the histogram. log 10 R p log 10 R gap 10 3.5 < L NUV e /L bol < 10 2.8 Figure 28 . Planets in the Rp-S plane for the population of planets orbiting hosts in the middle third of the LNUV e /L bol distribution. The blue line and translucent area are the best fit to the gap and bootstrapped 1σ uncertainty. In the right panel, the best fit has been subtracted in log space, aligning the gap to the histogram. Figure 30 . Planets in the Rp-S plane for the population of planets orbiting hosts in the lower third of the host star mass distribution. The blue line and translucent area are the best fit to the gap and bootstrapped 1σ uncertainty. In the right panel, the best fit has been subtracted in log space, aligning the gap to the histogram. Figure 31 . Planets in the Rp-S plane for the population of planets orbiting hosts in the middle third of the host star mass distribution. The blue line and translucent area are the best fit to the gap and bootstrapped 1σ uncertainty. In the right panel, the best fit has been subtracted in log space, aligning the gap to the histogram. Figure 32 . Planets in the Rp-S plane for the population of planets orbiting hosts in the upper third of the host star mass distribution. The blue line and translucent area are the best fit to the gap and bootstrapped 1σ uncertainty. In the right panel, the best fit has been subtracted in log space, aligning the gap to the histogram.
